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Dear Members,
Finally our much-awaited dear ‘Rongali Bihu’ is round the corner. Everybody is busy
giving the final touch to various aspects of planning the event. As we have circulated
earlier, the ‘Prathom Bohag’ program will start at 9:00 AM on Friday the 15th of April
2011. The venue is Fintas Park, Mahboula. Our new colorful website is also getting a
busy look with new inputs coming in every day. The participation form is buzzing with
entries every now and then, confirmed participation already nearing 100. For those
who have not registered yet, please visit our website at www.kuwaitotasom.com and
confirm your participation with just the click of your mouse.
A few members have not yet paid their membership fees due to the inability in
meeting our Committee Members / Treasurer. To facilitate the same, we have
requested our treasurer to bring the receipt book so that those members can deposit
the membership fees on Prathom Bohag itself.

DWAIPAYAN BORA.
Ph: +96599935294

PROGRAM SCHEDULE FOR ‘PRATHOM BOHAG’

dwaipayan@kuwaitotasom.com

Date

15.04.2011, Friday

Venue
Timing
1.
2.
3.
4.

Traditional Jalpaan
Khel-Dhemaali
Bota Bitarani
Bhoz-Bhaat

Fintas Park, Mahboula
9:00 AM to 1:00 PM
Program
9:00 AM onwards
9:30 AM to 12:00 Noon
12:00 Noon to 12:30 PM
12:30 PM onwards

You are cordially invited to attend this special event, celebrate our Rongali Bihu
(Pratham Bohag) and welcome the New Year in our own traditional way.
[A token amount of KD 3/- per family or KD 1/- per bachelor will be collected for the program]
সকৱৈোলৈৱক, অসমীয়োৰ অতিৱক আদৰৰ, অতিৱক চচৱেহৰ, ৰঙোৈী তিহুৰ তহিঁয়োভৰো ওৈগ জেোৱৈো |
…………আৰু ৈগৱি অসমীয়ো েেিৰ্ষ ৰৱৰো আন্ততৰক শুৱভচ্ছো থোতকৈ |
"জই আই অসম"

Bijan Goswami

e-mail: asomassokwt@kuwaitotasom.com

